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Peugeot 4008. I don't know why you insist on calling the
Citroen's a "Service Box", it's a complete software and
hardware cluster. It's not a cheap thing, but it's cheap to
repair and is replacing your factory computer and maps
system. There are 2 nice things about it: You have to buy a
"Package" and a "key" that is not very expensive. But if
you have a car that is 4 years old, it's a nice thing to have
because the package contains the most expensive part. That
is the hard disk in which the map system is stored. Now,
the map system is expired when you got that key: the
system knows that there is a newer map system available
and it's not related to the package, it's a part of the package.
It stores much more than map systems, it stores also new
software for the car, like new system for the navigation,
reverse camera system, new infotainment system etc. There
are some things you should know: It's not available to
legally drive the car with it, but you can drive it in Sweden
and Norway and just do something with the car so that it
won't be declared stolen. You can also drive it with it in
some countries but this is only for parts dealerships like
Peugeot Parts Centre. You must be more patient and wait
for the M.A.G. to tell you to change the key, not just
because it takes some time, but because it is a good thing
that the number of keys is limited, they should only be sold
to dealerships. You shouldn't call a dealer, you will have to
send a letter to a special mail where you can ask if they
have that key or just wait for that M.A.G. to tell you. Now,
if you have a original key, it means that it's the original key
but you got it with a "Box" (the Citroen Service Box). It
means that it's a key for a box that contains map systems
and all the software. I don't know why people do that but
that's the reason for the installation instructions that you
got. Now you cannot install the box because it has no key.
Maist 82138339de
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